Ketamine-Propofol (Ketofol) as a Viable Alternative in a Septic Patient with Mediastinal Mass Requiring General Anesthesia for Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio-Pancreatography
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Abstract

Airway compromise and cardiovascular collapse can be anticipated in a patient with mediastinal mass due to aneurysm of ascending and arch of aorta during any stage of anesthesia. Presence of septic shock limits the use of anesthetic agents. The adverse effects of ketamine or propofol are dose dependent and tend to oppose each other’s cardiovascular effects. The combination of ketamine and propofol may potentially balance each other’s haemodynamic adverse effects and therefore, offer a safer alternative for procedural sedation in critically ill. An elderly emaciated lady diagnosed with acute cholecystitis and cholangitis in septic shock had fusiform aneurysm of ascending aorta and arch of aorta with mediastinal compression. She underwent endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatogram (ERCP) under total intravenous anesthesia with a combination of propofol and ketamine which preserved spontaneous ventilation. Haemodynamics were maintained with the judicious use of intravenous fluids and vasopressors.
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Introduction

Airway management in a case of mediastinal compression with septic shock is a challenging task to the anesthesiologist in view of the difficulty in maintaining airway, spontaneous ventilation and hemodynamics parameters. Presence of a mediastinal mass with or without evidence of compression of the mediastinal structures or trachea can result in catastrophes at any time during anesthesia. We encountered a patient of acute cholecystitis with cholangitis due to biliary obstruction in sepsis for urgent endoscopic retrograde cholangio pancreatography (ERCP) and clearance/stenting of common bile duct (CBD). Incidentally patient was found to have mediastinal mass due to fusiform aneurysm of ascending and arch of aorta causing tracheobronchial shifting to the right. Preservation of the patient own respiration was given priority and ERCP was successfully performed in lateral position under total intravenous anesthesia using ketamine-propofol (ketofol).
Case Report

85 years old women presented to us with acute abdominal pain, vomiting, jaundice for two days. There was no significant medical illness except for hypertension for the last 10 years controlled on angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor and hydrochlorothiazide. On examination she was emaciated (40 kg), dehydrated and disoriented, mildly tachypneic (respiratory rate 26 per min), tachycardic (HR-116 beat per min), blood pressure 90/60 mmHg without any vasopressor, Blood investigations showed elevated total white cell counts, C –reactive proteins and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). Liver function tests were normal except for elevated alkaline phosphatase. Renal function tests, amylase and coagulation profile were normal. She had low calcium, potassium and magnesium level, which were corrected. Viral markers, urine routine and blood culture were negative. Ultrasound showed evidence of choledolithiasis with large pericholecystic collection suspicious of gall bladder perforation and features of biliary obstruction. Computed Tomography (CT) scan abdomen showed dilated common bile duct (CBD) and a large lamellated calculus within upper CBD, distended gall bladder (GB) with moderate ascites and bilateral pleural effusions. She was planned for endoscopic ultrasound with ERCP.

On preoperative evaluation it was found that she had difficulty in lying in supine position. She had a systolic murmur in the apex. Chest x ray showed a mediastinal mass with compression and a massive shift of lower portion of the trachea to the right. (Figure 1)

![Figure 1: Chest X ray showing widened mediastinum and tracheo-bronchial shift to right.](image)

We did not have in-house facility for CT of thorax and she could not be shifted out as her condition deteriorated with ongoing sepsis. The CT abdomen that was done for abdominal symptoms was from another hospital and there was no respiratory symptom and patient was relatively stable to transfer for the CT. Haemodynamic parameters were maintained with noradrenaline infusions. She was diagnosed as acute cholecystitis with acute ascending cholangitis in septic shock.

She was disoriented and unable to cooperate, so general anesthesia on spontaneous respiration was planned for the ERCP. In preparation for general anesthesia, high risk consent was taken, a rigid bronchoscope was kept ready and lateral position maintained. Anesthesia was induced with fentanyl 30 mcg, midazolam 0.5 mg, glycopyrrolate 0.2 mg, propofol 15 mg and ketamine 30 mg and maintained with propofol infusion titrated to maintain spontaneous ventilation. Monitoring included ECG, Spo2, end tidal carbon dioxide monitoring (EtCO2) by placing the end of side stream capnograph tube and tapping it near nostril, invasive arterial pressure, central venous pressure (CVP) measured via long arm catheter. Blood pressure was maintained with noradrenaline and vasopressin infusion and intravenous fluids. She underwent ERCP that lasted approximately 30 minutes; Cholangiogram showed large calculus within the common bile duct with dilated right ductal system. The calculus was removed after sphincterotomy followed by CBD stenting. Intraoperative course was uneventful. She was shifted back to the ICU in the lateral position. Post procedure, she had hypotension which improved with vasopressors, and intravenous fluids. She recovered gradually over few days and shifted out from ICU on third postoperative day and was discharged home on the tenth post procedural day.

Discussion

Presence of a mediastinal mass requires a particularly detailed and exhaustive evaluation. Symptoms of difficulty in lying supine and the chest X-ray alerted us to the diagnosis of mediastinal mass with compression. Chest X ray, CT scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan, pulmonary function test may prove invaluable[1,5,6].

A greater than 50% reduction in tracheal cross sectional area in a CT scan is associated with increased risk of complications during general anesthesia(GA)[1,5,6]. But we could not have this very valuable information and had to go ahead considering it as an uncertain risk. Whenever possible, procedure should be under local anesthesia. Our patient was disoriented which forced us to plan the procedure under GA. There is always some inherent risk with GA such as[1,4,5,6]
1. Reduction of FRC
2. Greater compressibility of the airway from the overlying mass due to bronchial smooth muscle relaxation
3. Use of muscle relaxants results in loss of spontaneous diaphragmatic movement which reduces the normal transpleural pressure gradient increasing the compression.
4. Distortion of airway can make intubation difficult.
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In view of all these potential and uncertain risk because of incomplete evaluation, we decided to provide anesthesia by preserving the muscle tone and by maintaining spontaneous ventilation in the lateral position, which is considered safe technique in presence of mediastinal mass[6,9]. Oxygen was administered using nasal prongs at 3L/min. Anxiety, pain or high sympathetic tone particularly in this patient may not only pose a risk for rupture of aneurysm but also worsen airflow dynamics by inducing turbulent flow across the obstruction and has to be reduced.

The choice of the ideal anesthetic/sedative medication in critically ill patients with aortic aneurysm causing mediastinal compression remains unclear. Etomidate has proven to be efficacious in maintaining stable hemodynamics; however, etomidate is a potent inhibitor of adrenal cortical secretion and has been associated with increased mortality in critically ill patients[10-15].

Ketamine can maintain intercostal and chest wall tone well[8]. It preserves airway and spontaneous ventilation in addition to it being a good sedative and analgesic. In septic shock ketamine can reduce inotropic supports and has a protective anti-inflammatory effect[23]. Ketamine use as a sole anesthetic agent may have number of undesired cardiovascular adverse effects including elevation in blood pressure, heart rate and arrhythmias due to sympathomimetic actions[16-18]. The elevated blood pressure and arrhythmogenic properties can have detrimental effects in presence of aortic aneurysm.

Propofol has less influence on neuromuscular function than volatile anesthetics[8,9]. However, propofol is associated with haemodynamic instability secondary to reduction in systemic vascular resistance and myocardial depression. This complication will be exaggerated in patients who have pre-existing haemodynamic compromise by sepsis[20,21]. Combination of ketamine and propofol in varying proportion known as ketofol has been studied in a variety of clinical setting, including procedural sedation of endoscopy, bronchoscopy, emergency procedures, endotracheal intubation[24-28].

The adverse effects of ketamine or propofol are dose dependent and tend to oppose each other cardiovascular effects. The combination of ketamine and propofol potentially balanced each other’s haemodynamic adverse effects and therefore, after a safer alternative for procedural sedation in critically ill patients. The optimal proportion of ketamine and propofol combination has not been defined yet. Different dose proportion of propofol-ketamine has been investigated ranging from 1:1 to 4:1 by weight[29]. Most commonly used dose range is either 1:1 or 2:1 combination of propofol and ketamine respectively.

The fact that the patient was in sepsis has limited our use of anesthetic agents as both haemodynamic stability and maintenance of patient airway was at loggerhead with each other. Propofol as mentioned earlier can maintain spontaneous ventilation, but can also produce haemodynamic compromise so ketamine was used to induce anesthesia. We were able to maintain blood pressure as well as have the patient on adequate spontaneous ventilation using propofol infusion with judicious use of vasopressors and intravenous fluids.

Conclusion

Add mixture of ketamine and propofol (ketofol) is a viable option to maintain spontaneous ventilation with preserve haemodynamics in a septic patient with mediastinal compression requiring procedural sedation.
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